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Functional genetic variants in the vesicular monoamine transporter
1 modulate emotion processing
FW Lohoff1, R Hodge1, S Narasimhan1, A Nall1, TN Ferraro1, BJ Mickey2, MM Heitzeg2, SA Langenecker2, J-K Zubieta2, R Bogdan3,4,
YS Nikolova3, E Drabant5, AR Hariri3, L Bevilacqua6, D Goldman6 and GA Doyle1

Emotional behavior is in part heritable and often disrupted in psychopathology. Identification of specific genetic variants that drive
this heritability may provide important new insight into molecular and neurobiological mechanisms involved in emotionality. Our
results demonstrate that the presynaptic vesicular monoamine transporter 1 (VMAT1) Thr136Ile (rs1390938) polymorphism is
functional in vitro, with the Ile allele leading to increased monoamine transport into presynaptic vesicles. Moreover, we show that
the Thr136Ile variant predicts differential responses in emotional brain circuits consistent with its effects in vitro. Lastly, deep
sequencing of bipolar disorder (BPD) patients and controls identified several rare novel VMAT1 variants. The variant Phe84Ser was
only present in individuals with BPD and leads to marked increase monoamine transport in vitro. Taken together, our data show
that VMAT1 polymorphisms influence monoamine signaling, the functional response of emotional brain circuits and risk for
psychopathology.
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INTRODUCTION
Effective regulation of our emotional responses is critical for
normal human behavior and often disrupted in psychopathology.
Although key brain regions and circuits, such as the prefrontal
cortex (PFC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the amygdala,1

have been identified that underlie affective processing, little is
known about the underlying molecular mechanisms that
contribute to individual differences in the functioning of these
circuits. The observed variance in emotional behavior is partly
heritable with approximately half of the interindividual variability
attributed to genetic variation.2,3 Identification of specific genetic
variants, which drive this heritability, may provide important new
insight into molecular and neurobiological mechanisms that
shape individual differences in emotional behavior and risk for
psychopathology.

Previous research has shown that genetic variation in plasma
membrane transporters, such as the serotonin (5-HT), norepinephr-
ine (NE) and dopamine (DA) transporters, influence interindividual
responses in brain circuits supporting emotional behavior.3 These
transporters are primarily involved in synaptic neurotransmitter
reuptake, which contributes to the duration of signaling, but could
be considered largely ‘after the fact’. In contrast, variation in the
magnitude of signaling may be more closely related to mechanisms
regulating synaptic neurotransmitter release. Despite its
importance, the effect of variability in presynaptic monoamine
packaging and release on individual differences in human
emotional behavior is poorly understood.

Vesicular monoamine transporters (VMATs) package neuro-
transmitter molecules into presynaptic storage vesicles that

release their contents into the synaptic cleft upon arrival of an
action potential at the nerve terminal. Two structurally related but
pharmacologically distinct VMATs have been identified, encoded
by separate genes, VMAT1 (SLC18A1) located on chromosome
8p21 and VMAT2 (SLC18A2) located on chromosome 10q25.4–6

Although it was thought initially that only VMAT2 is expressed in
the brain,6,7 expression of VMAT1 in mouse, rat and human brain
has been shown recently.8–10 Both genes are differentially
expressed in the brain during embryonic development.10 In
structure, VMATs are similar in size and molecular topography to
other plasma membrane transporters, such as the DA transporter,
5-HT transporter and NE transporter, with 12 transmembrane
domains and both tails located in the interior.4 Nevertheless,
VMAT physiology is distinct from plasma membrane transporters
in that they use a proton gradient to transport substrates and lack
an extracellular compartment. Both proteins are able to transport
monoamines; however, they differ in their substrate preferences
and affinities. VMAT1 has higher affinity for serotonin,11 whereas
VMAT2 is also able to transport histamine.6

Interestingly, no data exist on presynaptic monoaminergic
vesicle transport and effects on emotion processing in human;
however, indirect evidence suggests that alteration in presynaptic
loading of vesicle with catecholamines has an effect on mood
states and emotional behavior. For example, reserpine, a non-
selective irreversible VMAT inhibitor, which causes monoamine
depletion and ‘depressive-like’ phenotypes in rodents, was
introduced in 1954 as an antipsychotic and antihypertensive
medication, and was instrumental in the development of the
‘monoamine hypothesis’ of affective disorders.12 However, clinical
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use of reserpine has been limited owing to many drug interactions
and side effects, which include lethargy and clinical depression.13–15

Consistent with the effects of reserpine, mice lacking VMAT2 die
within a few days of birth and heterozygotes for the gene
knockout have decreased monoamine levels and increased
sensitivity to monoamine neurotoxicity as well as depressive-like
phenotypes.16–22 Therefore, genetic variation in VMAT1 and/or
VMAT2 may contribute to differences in vesicular transport and
vesicle filling, which may in turn affect monoaminergic signaling
in emotional brain circuits and, subsequently, emotional behavior
and risk for psychopathology.

In this paper, we focus on VMAT1, which has recently emerged
as a candidate gene for neuropsychiatric disorders. Several reports
have shown that common missense variants in VMAT1 are
associated with bipolar disorder (BPD), schizophrenia (SZ),
anxiety-related personality traits and cognitive phenotypes related
to SZ.23–29 This is remarkable since the VMAT1 gene is located on
chromosome 8p, a region previously implicated as a shared
genomic susceptibility region for SZ/BPD in linkage scans. The fact
that several common missense variations in this gene have been
associated with different psychiatric phenotypes suggests that
certain fundamental neurobiological mechanisms are shared
between psychiatric phenotypes, leading to pleiotropy. This
observation has been made for multiple other candidate
genes30 and supports the hypothesis that our current nosology
is not reflecting underlying neurobiology.31,32

Here, we used a translational research approach to investigate
the neural mechanism underlying emotional behavior modulated
by variation in the presynaptic VMAT1 gene using a step-wise
approach beginning with identification of a functional locus,
namely a common missense variant, and tracing effects of this
variant on behavior via two functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) paradigms in independent samples. We find that
Thr136Ile (rs1390938) is functional in vitro, with the Ile allele
leading to increased monoamine transport into presynaptic
vesicles. Thr136Ile is shown to cause altered metabolic responses
to emotional probes in brain regions implicated in emotional
behavior. Furthermore, to assess the potential contribution of rare
variation, deep sequencing of BPD patients and controls identified
several rare novel VMAT1 variants. A variant Phe84Ser that was
exclusively present in individuals with BPD also leads to a marked
increase in monoamine transport in vitro.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In vitro assays
Plasmid construction and mutagenesis. The coding sequence of the
human VMAT1 gene (SLC18A1) was amplified from commercially available
cDNA extracted from post-mortem human substantia nigra tissue
(Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA) (Figure 1b). ExPand High Fidelity
Polymerase (Roche, Indianapolis, IN, USA) and 1 M betaine were used in the
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) cocktail with forward (50-
CCTCCCCTCTTCCA-30) and reverse (50-GATTCCCAGGCAGA-30) primers.
The thermocycling protocol was as follows: 94 1C for 5 min, followed by
40 cycles of 94 1C for 1 min, 60 1C for 1 min and 72 1C for 2 min. The final
extension was 72 1C for 5 min. PCR product was directly T/A cloned into the
vector (TOPO TA Cloning Kit; Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA). SLC18A1
cDNA was released from the pCRII-TOPO vector by XhoI and BamHI digest.
BamHI-VMAT1-XhoI cDNAs were then ligated into pcDNA5/FRT that had
been digested with BamHI and XhoI.

Sanger sequencing revealed our initial clone contained SLC18A1 cDNA
encoding the VMAT1 protein isoform with threonines at amino-acid
positions 4, 98 and 136 (Thr–Thr–Thr isoform).

Site-directed mutagenesis (QuikChange; Stratagene, Santa Clara, CA,
USA) was used to create VMAT1 isoforms with common haplotypes and
rare variants (Supplementary Table 4). The thermocycling protocol for all
site-directed mutagenesis reactions was as follows: 95 1C for 30 s, followed
by 12 cycles of 95 1C for 30 s, 60 1C for 1 min and 68 1C for 8 min. The final
extension was 68 1C for 7 min. Mutated SLC18A1 plasmid amplicons were
treated with DpnI, transformed into competent XL1-Blue Escherichia coli

and the plasmid DNA of various clones prepared and VMAT1 fully
sequenced by Sanger sequencing to ensure the absence of unwanted
mutations before being used in subsequent in vitro analyses.

Transfections. Empty pcDNA5/FRT vector or pcDNA5/FRT-VMAT1 con-
structs were cotransfected with pOG44 into Flp-in CV-1 (Invitrogen) cells
using Lipofectamine 2000 and Plus reagent (Invitrogen), according to the
manufacturer’s recommendations. Stable VMAT1-expressing clones (Pro4–
Thr98–Thr136, Thr4–Ser98–Thr136, Thr4–Thr98–Thr136 or Thr4–Thr98–
Ile136) were selected by the addition of hygromycin to the growth
medium and clonal colonies were then isolated and expanded for further
analysis. For transient transfections, Flp-in CV-1 cells (4� 104) were
transfected with 0.5mg human VMAT1 construct, pcDNA5/FRT or no DNA
(mock) using the TransIT-LT1 Transfection Reagent (Mirus Corp., Madison,
WI, USA).

hVMAT1 expression analysis (immunoblots). Flp-in CV-1 cells stably
transfected with human VMAT1 constructs Pro4–Thr98–Thr136, Thr4–
Ser98–Thr136 or Thr4–Thr98–Ile136 (Figure 1b) were washed two times
with 1 ml phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and 0.25 ml trypsin, and 0.05%
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid was added to disassociate cells from the
plate. Trypsinization was stopped with the addition of 0.5 ml Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (completed with 10% fetal bovine serum and
0.1% PenStrep). Cells were centrifuged at 500 g for 5 min at 4 1C, medium
was removed and pellets were washed three times with PBS. After
washing, cells were lysed on ice in 300ml Triton X-100 lysis buffer for
15 min on ice and centrifuged at 2500 g for 10 min at 4 1C to remove nuclei
and cellular debris. Total soluble protein was quantified using the BCA
Protein Assay (Pierce; Rockford, IL, USA) and a Bio-Tek Instruments mQuant
Spectrophotometer (Winooski, VT, USA). To determine VMAT1 expression
levels from stable cell lines, 50mg of isolated protein was heated at 70 1C
for 10 min in the presence of 1�NuPAGE LDS Sample Buffer and Sample
Reducing Agent (Invitrogen). Prestained sodium dodecyl sulfate-poly-
acryalmide gel electrophoresis broad range standards (Bio-Rad, Hercules,
CA, USA) were used as a sizing ladder. Proteins were separated by
electrophoresis at 200 V for 50 min on a NuPAGE Novex 10% Bis-Tris gel in
1�NuPAGE MOPS SDS Running Buffer and Antioxidant (Invitrogen),
electrophoretically transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane at 30 V for
90 min in 1�NuPAGE Transfer Buffer and Antioxidant (Invitrogen).
Membranes were blocked for 2 h in 10% non-fat dry milk. Blocked
membranes were immunoblotted with primary antibody SC-7718 (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) at a dilution of 1:300 for 48 h.
Blots were then washed once with 200 ml 1� Tris-buffered saline with
0.1% Tween-20 (TBS-T) for 15 min and three times with 50 ml 1� TBS-T.
Bound primary antibody was detected by incubation for 1 h with a
horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-goat secondary antibody at a
1:10 000 dilution. Chemiluminescence was generated by incubating
membranes with an ECL Plus Western Blotting Detection Kit (Amersham
Biosciences, Piscataway Township, NJ, USA) and blots were then exposed
to HyBlot CL film (Denville Scientific, South Plainfield, NJ, USA) for various
times. (Figure 1b) Primary and secondary antibodies were stripped from
the membranes using Restoret Western Blot Stripping Buffer (Pierce),
washed two times in 50 ml 1� TBS-T for 5 min and membranes were again
blocked overnight in 10% non-fat dry milk. Blocked membranes were
probed for b-actin with primary antibody MAB 1501 (Millipore, Billerica,
MA, USA) at a dilution of 1:1000 for 1 h. Blots were then washed once with
200 ml 1� TBS-T for 15 min and three times with 50 ml 1� TBS-T. Bound
primary antibody was detected by incubation for 30 min with a
horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibody at a
1:10 000 dilution. Chemiluminescence was generated and blots exposed to
film as described above.

To determine VMAT1 expression levels in Flp-in CV-1 cells transiently
transfected with human VMAT1 constructs used in the uptake assays, 3mg
of total protein isolated from transfected cells were heated at 70 1C for
10 min in the presence of 1�NuPAGE LDS Sample Buffer and Sample
Reducing Agent (Invitrogen). Prestained Novex Sharp Protein standards
(Invitrogen) were used as a sizing ladder. Proteins were separated by
electrophoresis at 200 V for 1 h on a NuPAGE Novex 4–12% Bis-Tris gel in
1�NuPAGE MOPS SDS Running Buffer and Antioxidant (Invitrogen),
electrophoretically transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane using
Invitrogen’s iBlot Dry Blotting System. Membranes were blocked overnight
in 10% non-fat dry milk. Blocked membranes were immunoblotted with
primary antibody SC-7718 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) at a dilution of 1:500
for 48 h. Blots were then washed once with 200 ml 1� TBS-T for 15 min
and three times with 50 ml 1� TBS-T. Bound primary antibody was
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detected by incubation for 1 h with a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated
anti-goat secondary antibody at a 1:10 000 dilution. Chemiluminescence
was generated and blots exposed to film as described above. Primary and
secondary antibodies were stripped from the membranes using ReBlot
Plus Strong Antibody Stripping Solution (Millipore), washed two times in
50 ml 1� TBS-T for 5 min and membranes were again blocked overnight in
10% non-fat dry milk. Blocked membranes were probed for b-actin with
primary antibody MAB 1501 (Millipore) at a dilution of 1:1000 for 1 h. Blots
were then washed once with 200 ml 1� TBS-T for 15 min and three times
with 50 ml 1� TBS-T. Bound primary antibody was detected by incubation
for 30 min with a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse second-
ary antibody at a 1:10 000 dilution. Chemiluminescence was generated and
blots exposed to the film as described above.

Pharmacological analysis. Flp-in CV-1 cells stably expressing the Thr–Thr–
Ile VMAT1 isoform were used to verify the pharmacological characteristics
of the protein. [3H]5-HT was used in a modified monoamine uptake assay.
The [3H]monoamine uptake protocol (see below) was modified such that
before addition of the [3H]5-HT, digitonin-permeabilized cells were
preincubated with reserpine or tetrabenazine at various concentrations
in uptake buffer (Figure 1c).

[3H]monoamine uptake. Monoamine uptake was performed with a
protocol similar to those used in previous studies.33,34 For the analysis of
common haplotypes and rare variants, Flp-in CV-1 cells were plated in 24-
well Bio-Coat Type I Collagen plates (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA).
Cells (4� 104) were transiently transfected with 0.5mg human VMAT1
constructs using the TransIT-LT1 Transfection Reagent (Mirus Corp.). After
48 h, cells were washed with 1 ml PBS at room temperature containing
magnesium chloride and calcium chloride, and then incubated in 1 ml
uptake buffer (110 mM potassium tartrate, 5 mM glucose, 0.2% bovine
serum albumin, 200mM calcium chloride, 1 mM ascorbic acid, 1 mM

pargyline, 25 mM HEPES) for 5 min at room temperature. Cells were then
incubated in uptake buffer with 10mM digitionin at 37 1C for 10 min,

followed by a 10-min incubation in 0.5 ml uptake buffer containing 5 mM

MgATP and B0.1mM
3H-labeled monoamine. Cells were then placed on ice

and washed once with 1 ml ice-cold uptake buffer for 1 min and two times
with ice-cold 1 ml PBS containing magnesium chloride and calcium
chloride for 1 min. After washing, cells were solubilized in 0.5 ml 1%
sodium dodecyl sulfate at room temperature, transferred to scintillation
vials and 10 ml Eco-Lite Scintillation Fluid was added. Samples were shaken
and incubated in the dark for 30 min before counting with a Wallac 1209
Rackbeta Liquid Scintillation Counter (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA).
Counts per minute were recorded for each sample and used to calculate
the fmol amount of 3H-labeled monoamine taken up per well. All
experiments were carried out at least four times in triplicates.

VMAT1 expression was determined by immunoblotting (see above).
Before uptake assay analysis, two wells (duplicates) containing Flp-in CV-1
cells transiently transfected with the same TransIT-LT1:DNA complexes as
the uptake assay cells were washed two times with 1 ml PBS and 0.25 ml
trypsin 0.05% EDTA was added to disassociate cells from the Bio-Coat Type
I Collagen plates. Trypsinization was stopped with the addition of 0.5 ml
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (completed with 10% fetal bovine
serum and 0.1% PenStrep). Cells were centrifuged at 500 g for 5 min at 4 1C,
medium was removed and pellets were washed three times with 50ml PBS.
After washing, cells were lysed on ice in 20 ml Igepal CA-630 non-
denaturing lysis solution for 15 min and centrifuged at 2500 g for 10 min at
4 1C to remove nuclei and cellular debris. Total protein was quantified
using the Pierce BCA Protein Assay and a Bio-Tek Instruments mQuant
Spectrophotometer. Optical densities for VMAT1 and b-actin proteins
detected by immunoblotting (see above) were determined using ImageJ
and VMAT1 values were normalized using b-actin values as a loading control.
VMAT1 expression normalized to b-actin was then used to normalize 3H-
labeled monoamine uptake values determined in parallel in transiently
transfected cells (see above). To confirm the result of transient uptake assays
for the Thr136Ile variant using the above methods, [3H]monoamine uptake
assays using cell lines stably transfected with either Thr4–Thr98–Thr136 or
Thr4–Thr98–Ile136 were also carried out (Supplementary Figure. 1).
Experiments were repeated at least four times in triplicates.

Haplotype frequency
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Figure 1. Common human vesicular monoamine transporter 1 (VMAT1) variants and haplotypes used for transfection of CV-1 cell lines.
(a) VMAT1 is expressed in human brain: full-length VMAT1 cDNA amplified from human substantia nigra (VMAT1). NTC, no-template control;
100 bp, NEB 100 bp ladder; ^X174, ^X174 DNA/HaeIII digest marker; l, bacteriophage l DNA-HindIII digest marker. (b) Transfected CV-1 cell
lines express VMAT1 protein: immunoblot showing expression of human VMAT1 variants (136Ile, 98Ser, 4Pro and 136Thr) in VMAT1 stable
transfected, but not control (FRT; empty vector transfected) CV-1 cells. b-Actin is shown as a loading control. (c) Pharmacological
characterization showing serotonin (5-HT) uptake by VMAT1 construct is inhibited by reserpine (RES; VMAT1 and VMAT2 inhibitor) but not
tetrabenazine (TBZ; VMAT2-only inhibitor). Uptake of [3H]5-HT in digitonin-permeabilized CV-1 cells expressing Thr–Thr–Ile isoform of VMAT1
in the presence of RES and TZB. Top x axis reflects concentration of TZB (mM), while bottom x axis reflects RES concentration (mM). [H]5-HT
uptake values presented are blanked against uptake by CV-1 cells transfected with empty pcDNA5/FRT vector. (d) Common VMAT1 single-
nuleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and the haplotypes they form, and minor allele frequencies are shown for European Americans.
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fMRI emotion word task and VMAT1 Thr136Ile
The VMAT1 variant Thr136Ile was genotyped from whole blood using ABI
Taqman methodology as described above (rs1390938, major allele G¼ Thr,
minor allele A¼ Ile).

Subjects. Procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board at
the University of Michigan, and all participants gave written informed
consent. Participants were recruited through local advertisement for
neuroimaging studies of pain processing and MDD, as described
previously.35,36 Healthy subjects were screened to exclude major medical
illness, psychiatric disorder or substance-use disorder. Subjects with MDD
were diagnosed with a current moderate-to-severe depressive episode
using the Structured Clinical Interview for Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, administered by an experienced
psychiatric research nurse, and diagnosis was confirmed with a clinical
interview by a psychiatrist. Comorbid generalized anxiety disorder, social
anxiety disorder or specific phobia was permitted, but major medical
illness and other Axis I diagnoses were otherwise excluded. All participants
were fluent English speakers, and all participants but one were right-
handed. All subjects were free of exogenous hormones or medications
with central nervous system activity, and they were instructed to abstain
from use of all psychoactive substances for 24 h before the study. fMRI data
were available from 93 healthy participants and 20 MDD subjects. Of those
113 subjects, 103 provided blood for genotyping (85 healthy and 18 MDD),
and genotyping was successful in 102 subjects. In all, 51 (50%) were
women, and the mean age was 30 years (s.d.¼ 10 years, range¼ 20–58
years). Self-reported race was Caucasian (n¼ 72), African American
(n¼ 17), Asian (n¼ 5) or other/mixed (n¼ 8).

Emotion word task. Subjects performed an affective word task during
which they silently read emotionally valenced words, as described
previously.35,37 Words were selected from the Affective Norms for
English Words list, which provides normative emotional ratings for
valence (negative to positive, 1–9) and arousal (low to high, 1–9).38 We
used negative words with valence ratings o3, neutral words with valence
ratings between 4.5 and 5.5 and positive words with valence ratings 47.
Arousal ratings were 45 for positive and negative words (not significantly
different from each other), and 42 for neutral words. Nine participants
viewed a list of investigational negative, positive and neutral words that
lacked normative ratings, but analyses demonstrated no differences in
activation, so they were pooled together. Words were presented on screen
for 3 s each, separated by 1 s of fixation, in blocks of six words (E-Prime
version 1.1; Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Participants
pressed a button after silently reading each word. With the exception of
seven individuals whose behavioral data were corrupted after the
experiment, we confirmed that response rates were 490% for all partici-
pants. The block design incorporated 24-s blocks of positive, negative or
neutral words separated by 18-s rest periods. Subjects were instructed to
rest while viewing crosshairs during the rest periods. Each session included
six blocks, counterbalanced by emotional valence using a Latin squares
design and each subject completed three runs. Subjects with usable data
from at least two runs were included in analyses.

Magnetic resonance imaging. As described previously,35,36 BOLD signal
was measured in the whole brain using a General Electric Signa 3-Tesla
scanner (Milwaukee, WI, USA) with a standard radiofrequency coil, using a
T2*-weighted pulse sequence (spiral in/out, gradient echo; repetition time
(TR)¼ 2 s; echo time (TE)¼ 30 ms; flip angle (FA)¼ 901; field of view
(FOV)¼ 20 or 24 cm; 64-by-64 image matrix; slice thickness¼ 3 or 4 mm; 30
oblique–axial slices). A high-resolution T1-weighted scan was also acquired
for anatomical localization (three-dimensional spoiled gradient recalled
echo; TR¼ 25 ms; min TE; FOV¼ 24 cm; 256-by-256 matrix; slice
thickness¼ 1.4 mm). Head motion was minimized by use of foam pads.
Data were reconstructed off-line, de-spiked, slice-time corrected, realigned
and co-registered. Images from each session were visually inspected for
artifacts and screened for excessive head movement (more than 2 mm of
translation or 21 of rotation). Functional images were smoothed with a
Gaussian kernel (full-width at half-maximum, 6 mm) to reduce residual
noise and interindividual variability and resampled at 2� 2� 2 mm3.

Statistical analysis. BOLD responses were modeled with SPM2 (Wellcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology, University College London, UK) using
a general linear model and canonical hemodynamic response function, as

described previously.35 Analysis proceeded in two stages. In the first level,
activation maps were derived for individual subjects, including task-related
covariates of interest and nuisance covariates (head translation and
rotation). To allow comparisons across individuals, regressor and contrast
images were spatially normalized by warping each subject’s T1 image to
standard stereotactic space (Montreal Neurological Institute, MNI,
Montreal, QC, Canada) using the SPM2 nonlinear algorithm, and apply-
ing that transformation to contrast images. In the second level, a random
effects analysis was employed to determine average task and group
effects. A mask excluded the cerebellum and brainstem below the
midbrain because these regions were not well represented. Task effects
were determined for two primary contrasts of interest, negative–neutral
words and positive–neutral words, which isolated affective processing and
controlled for nonspecific lexical and visual processing. As described
previously,35 among 93 healthy participants, the negative–neutral contrast
activated a cluster in the medial PFC (peak coordinates¼ � 2, 56, 22; peak
z¼ 4.3; cluster size¼ 2184 mm3 at one-tailed Po0.001; family-wise error
cluster corrected P¼ 0.04). This single task-related ROI was used for
hypothesis testing. (No significant activation was found for the positive–
neutral contrast.) The average percent signal change in the ROI was
computed from regressor images for each subject and analyzed outside of
SPM. To test the primary hypothesis that the VMAT1 Thr136Ile
polymorphism affects medial PFC responses to negative words, percent
signal change in the ROI was compared between Thr136 homozygotes
(n¼ 63) and Ile136 carriers (n¼ 39). Initial power analyses indicated that,
with group sizes of 63 and 39, we would have 80–90% power to detect a
standardized effect size of 0.3 with a 5% two-tailed type I error rate.39

Percent signal change was entered as the dependent variable and Ile136
carrier status as the between-subjects factor in a univariate general linear
model (PASW Statistics 18.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Covariates sex, age,
Caucasian race and MDD diagnosis were included in the model as
potential confounders. Exploratory analyses were performed after
hypothesis testing. To test an additive genetic model, we used linear
regression (PASW Statistics 18.0) with the three genotype groups (Ile/Ile,
Ile/Thr and Thr/Thr) coded 1, 2 and 3, respectively, controlling for sex, age,
Caucasian race and MDD diagnosis. To explore gene effects elsewhere in
the brain, we performed a voxel-wise analysis in SPM8 using an analysis of
variance model with two groups (Thr136 homozygotes and Ile136 carriers)
and with sex, age, Caucasian race and MDD diagnosis as covariates. Spatial
coordinates are reported in MNI space.

In contrast to threat-related facial stimuli, this task does not generally
engage the amygdala. However, based on observed genetic effects on
threat-related amygdala activation, we examined gene effects on
amygdala activation in the Emotion Word Task. SPM8 family-wise error
correction was applied within a bilateral amygdala mask, defined
anatomically based on the Talairach atlas as implemented in the Wake
Forest University PickAtlas Toolbox.40,41

fMRI amygdala reactivity task and VMAT1 Thr136Ile
Duke Neurogenetics Study. Genotype (rs1390938 within SLC18A1; A/G)
and neuroimaging data were available from 298 participants who
completed the Duke Neurogenetics Study, an ongoing protocol assessing
a wide range of behavioral and biological phenotypes among young adult
volunteers. Participants completed an archival challenge paradigm, which
robustly elicits threat-related amygdala reactivity.42 The paradigm consists
of four task blocks wherein participants match face stimuli with angry,
fearful, surprised or neutral expressions—all of which convey threat-
related information—interleaved with five sensorimotor control blocks of
matching simple geometric shapes. Regression analyses with gender, self-
reported ethnicity and psychopathology as covariates were used to test
the association between rs1390938 genotype and threat-related amygdala
reactivity.

Participants. All participants (n¼ 350) provided informed consent in
accord with the guidelines of the Duke University Medical Center
Institutional Review Board, and were in good general health. Study
exclusions included: (1) medical diagnoses of cancer, stroke, diabetes
requiring insulin treatment, chronic kidney or liver disease, or lifetime
history of psychotic symptoms; (2) use of psychotropic, glucocorticoid or
hypolipidemic medication; and (3) conditions affecting cerebral blood flow
and metabolism (for example, hypertension). Current Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition Axis I and select Axis
II disorders (Antisocial Personality Disorder and Borderline Personality
Disorder) were assessed with the electronic Mini International
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Neuropsychiatric Interview and Structured Clinical Interview for the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition
(SCID) subtests, respectively. These disorders were not exclusionary as the
Duke Neurogenetics Study seeks to establish broad variability in multiple
behavioral phenotypes related to psychopathology. A total of 52
participants from the initial sample were excluded because of: insufficient
DNA yield (n¼ 2), scanner artifacts in fMRI data (n¼ 3), incidental structural
brain abnormalities (n¼ 3), a large number of movement outliers in fMRI
data (n¼ 5; see ARtifact detection Tool description below), inadequate
signal in our amygdala ROIs (n¼ 4) and poor behavioral performance
(n¼ 35; accuracy lower than 75%). Thus, all data analyses were conducted
in a final sample of 298 (see Supplementary Table 5).

Amygdala reactivity task. In our threat-related amygdala reactivity
paradigm, participants complete four blocks of a perceptual face-matching
task interleaved with five blocks of a sensorimotor control task. In each
face-matching trial, participants view a trio of faces (expressing angry,
fearful, surprised or neutral emotions) and select which one of two faces
(displayed on the bottom) is identical to the target stimulus (displayed on
top). Each block has six trials (balanced for gender) containing stimuli
derived from a standard set of facial affect pictures. Blocks are emotion-
specific (for example, in the fearful block participants see only faces
expressing fear) and block order is pseudo-randomized across participants.
Each face trio is displayed for 4 s with a variable interstimulus interval of 2–
6 s (mean¼ 4 s) between presentations, for a total block length of 48 s. In
the sensorimotor control task participants view a trio of geometric shapes
(circles, horizontal ellipses and vertical ellipses) and select which one of
two shapes (displayed on the bottom) is identical to the target shape
(displayed on top). Each sensorimotor block consists of six different shape
trios that are displayed for 4 s with a fixed interstimulus interval of 2 s
between presentations, for a total block length of 36 s. All blocks are
preceded by a brief instruction (‘Match Shapes’ or ‘Match Faces’) and the
total paradigm length is 390 s. Reaction times and accuracy are recorded
from an MR-compatible button-box.

Genotyping. Genotyping for 174 participants was conducted by 23andMe
(Mountain View, CA, USA). Briefly, genomic DNA from all participants was
isolated from buccal cells derived from Oragene DNA self-collection kits
(DNA Genotek, Kanata, ON, Canada) customized for 23andMe. DNA
extraction and genotyping were performed by the National Genetics
Institute (NGI), a CLIA-certified clinical laboratory and subsidiary of
Laboratory Corporation of America. The Illumina Omni Express chip and
a custom array containing an additional B300 000 SNPs were used to
provide genome-wide data (Tung, Do and Erikkson). Because genotyping
for rs1390938 failed on this array, we extracted data for rs6992927, which is
in complete LD with rs1390938. An additional 124 participants were
directly genotyped for rs1390938 by our team using ABI TaqMan
genotyping methods as described above. Of the 298 participants included
in the study, 28 were genotyped by both 23andMe and our team; there
was 100% genotyping concordance. Genotypes in our sample did not
differ significantly from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (P¼ 0.76).

BOLD fMRI data acquisition. Participants were scanned using a research-
dedicated GE MR750 3T scanner (Piscataway Township, NJ, USA) equipped
with high-power high-duty cycle 50-mT/m gradients at 200 T/m/s slew
rate, and an eight-channel head coil for parallel imaging at high bandwidth
up to 1 MHz at the Duke-UNC Brain Imaging and Analysis Center (Durham,
NC, USA). A semiautomated high-order shimming program was used to
ensure global field homogeneity. A series of 34 interleaved axial functional
slices aligned with the anterior commissure–posterior commissure (AC–PC)
plane were acquired for full-brain coverage using an inverse-spiral pulse
sequence to reduce susceptibility artifact (TR/TE/FA¼ 2000 ms/30 ms/60;
FOV¼ 240 mm; 3.75� 3.75� 4 mm3 voxels; interslice skip¼ 0). Four initial
RF excitations were performed (and discarded) to achieve steady-state
equilibrium. To allow for spatial registration of each participant’s data to a
standard coordinate system, high-resolution three-dimensional structural
images were acquired in 34 axial slices coplanar with the functional scans
(TR/TE/FA¼ 7.7 s/3.0 ms/12; voxel size¼ 0.9� 0.9� 4 mm3; FOV¼ 240 mm,
interslice skip¼ 0).

BOLD fMRI data analysis. The general linear model of SPM8 (http://
www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) was used for whole-brain image analysis.
Individual subject data were realigned to the first volume in the time
series to correct for head motion before being spatially normalized into the
standard stereotactic space of the Montreal Neurological Institute template

using a 12-parameter affine model. Data were then smoothed to minimize
noise and residual differences in individual anatomy with a 6 mm full-width
at half-maximum Gaussian filter. Next, the ARtifact detection Tool43 was
used to generate regressors accounting for the possible confounding
effects of volumes with large motion deflections (that is, 40.6 mm relative
to the previous time frame) or spiking artifacts (that is, global mean
intensity 2.5 s.d.’s from the entire time series). Five participants, who had
more than 5% of their acquisition volumes flagged by ARtifact detection
Tool, were dropped from analyses.

Following preprocessing, linear contrasts employing canonical
hemodynamic response functions were used to estimate task-specific
(that is, Faces4Shapes) BOLD responses for each individual. Individual
contrast images (that is, weighted sum of the beta images) were then used
in second-level random effects models accounting for scan-to-scan and
participant-to-participant variability to determine mean task-specific
regional responses using one-sample t-tests. A voxel-level statistical thres-
hold of Po0.05, family-wise error corrected for multiple comparisons
across the amygdala ROIs, and a cluster-level extent threshold of 10
contiguous voxels was applied to this analysis. Our bilateral amygdala ROIs
were created from the Automated Anatomical Labeling atlas44 using the
Wake Forest University PickAtlas toolbox in SPM8. Because of the potential
for signal loss and noise often observed in the amygdala and adjacent
regions, single-subject BOLD fMRI data were included in subsequent
analyses only if there was a minimum of 90% signal coverage in the
amygdala ROIs. Four participants had o90% coverage and were dropped
from analyses.

BOLD parameter estimates from the maximal voxels within the right and
left amygdala clusters exhibiting main effects of task were extracted using
the VOI tool in SPM8 and exported for regression analyses in SPSS (v.18).
Extracting parameter estimates from maximal voxels activated by our fMRI
paradigm, rather than voxels specifically correlated with our independent
variables of interest, precludes the possibility of any correlation coefficient
inflation that may result when an explanatory covariate is used to select an
ROI. We have used this more conservative analytic strategy in recent
studies.42 Gender, self-reported ethnicity (dummy coded as Caucasian/Not
Caucasian, African American/Not African American, Asian/Not Asian,
Latino/Not Latino and Other/Not Other), and the presence of an Axis I or
Axis II disorder were included as covariates in all analyses.

DNA sequencing
The VMAT1 (SLC18A1) gene is located on chromosome 8, 20 046 660–
20 084 906bp (www.genome.ucsc.edu). It consists of 16 exons spanning
38 346 bp that encodes 525 amino acids (NM_003053; www.ncbi.nlm.nih.-
gov). DNA samples from BPD type I patients, as diagnosed by Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition criteria, were
obtained from the NIMH Genetics Initiative on BPD (www.nimhgenetic-
s.org). Sanger sequencing of all VMAT1 exons was carried out in 196 BPD
individuals, except for exons 2 and 3 for which 390 BPD and 196 Caucasian
controls were sequenced. The VMAT1 gene exons and exon–intron
boundaries were sequenced using exon-specific primers (Supplementary
Table 6). hVMAT1 custom-DNA-oligomers (Integrated DNA Technologies
(IDT), San Jose, CA, USA) were designed for each exon using the Primer
Select feature on the IDT website. Primer solutions of 0.1 mM were
prepared by adding appropriate amount of dH2O to the lyophilized primer
pellet provided. The primer solutions were diluted 10-fold to prepare
working stock solutions used in PCRs. A standard PCR was used to amplify
each exonic region separately. Each PCR was comprised of a cocktail of
2.5ml GeneAmp 10� buffer containing 15 mM magnesium chloride (ABI,
Foster City, CA, USA), 1 ml GeneAmp dNTP mix (ABI), 1 ml each of forward
and reverse primers, 0.25ml of AmpliTaq DNA polymerase (5 U/ml; ABI),
20.25ml of dH2O and 1 ml of 10 ng/ml DNA. The PCR was then run according
to the following protocol (Supplementary Table 6): 95 1C hold for 5 min,
followed by 35 cycles of 95 1C for 30 s, annealing temperature for 30 s and
72 1C for 1 min, and then a 72 1C hold for 7 min followed by a 4 1C hold. The
PCR product was verified by gel electrophoresis by running 10ml of
product and 2 ml 6� loading dye (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) on a
2% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. DNA bands were visualized
using TransUV light waves and were checked for appropriate band size
against a ^X174 DNA/HaeIII digest marker (Promega, Madison, WI, USA).
The PCR products were then prepared for Sanger sequencing by
degrading primers and dephosphorylating excess nucleotides using Exo-
SapIT (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA) as follows: 2 ml Exo-SAPIt was
added to 10ml of PCR product and treated under the following conditions
in a thermal cycler (37 1C hold for 20 min and 80 1C hold for 20 min).
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Samples were sequenced by big-dye termination chemistry Sanger
sequencing at the Nucleic Acid/PCR core (NAPcore) facility at the Joseph
Stokes Jr Research Institute (see http://www.research.chop.edu/cores/
napcore/index.php for further details). Sequencing reactions were
prepared using 10 ng DNA per 100 bp sequence, 2 pM primer (1 ml of
2mM) and quantity sufficient dH2O to achieve 18 ml total volume.
Sequencing results were analyzed with the Sequencher program (Gene
Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) to detect SNPs. All SNPs found
with this program were confirmed through a new PCR and re-sequencing
of the sample in which the variant was found.

Genotyping
Genotyping of the functional rare variants Phe84Ser (rs17215801) and
Arg138Leu (rs148468662) was performed in BPD patients (n¼ 4023) and
normal controls (n¼ 3305) of European descent from the NIMH Genetic
Initiative (www.nimhgenetics.org) using standard ABI TaqMan genotyping
protocols. For each SNP, a custom TaqMan allelic discrimination assay was
designed and ordered using the FileBuilder 3.1 software (ABI, Life
Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA). Quality control was assured by
including DNA of probands with rare variants confirmed by sequencing as
positive controls. Results were imported into TaqMan Genotyper software
for quality control and final analysis. All individuals with a rare variant allele
were confirmed by Sanger sequencing. Genotyping of the common
variants Thr4Pro (rs2270641), Ser98Thr (rs2270637) and Thr136Ile
(rs1390938) in the human imaging data set (see above) was carried out
using standard TaqMan genotyping protocols, unless otherwise noted (ABI
assays were Thr4Pro: C_22271506_10; Ser98Thr: C_2716008_1_; and
Thr136Ile: C_8804621_1_).

In silico analysis
The schematic of VMAT1 protein sequence (Figure5b) was rendered using
the TEXtopo package (version 1.4) in the free cross-platform LaTex editor
TexMakerX version 2.1 (SVN 1774) for Windows downloaded from http://
texmakerx.sourceforge.net. The LaTex program for the rendering (available
on request) was compiled within TexMakerX to generate a portable
document file (.pdf) that was then imported into Microsoft Powerpoint for
labeling of common and rare variant amino acids.

RESULTS
In vitro analyses of common variants
Because of previous associations between Thr136Ile genotype and
BPD,27 as well as both Thr4Pro and Ser98Thr genotypes with
SZ,23–26 we used a translational research approach to investigate
potential functional effects of these variants. Full-length human
VMAT1 cDNA is expressed in substantia nigra and was cloned for
subsequent experiments (Figure 1a). VMAT1 protein expression in
transfected CV-1 cell lines was quantitated by western blot and a
pharmacological profile consistent with VMAT1 function was
revealed in these transfected cells (Figures 1b and c). We then
used site-directed mutagenesis to generate constructs represent-
ing all haplotypes common in European populations and
measured vesicular monoamine transport in cells transfected
transiently with each construct (Figure 1d). The Thr–Ser–Ile
haplotype containing 136Ile led to a 13.3-fold increase in NE
uptake, a 2.4-fold increase in DA uptake and a 3.7-fold increase in
5-HT uptake as compared with other common haplotypes
(Figure 2), which on the other hand were functionally nearly
equivalent. Experiments with stably transfected cell lines showed
that 136Ile itself is responsible for the increase in transporter
capacity, independent of the background haplotype on which it
resides (Supplementary Figure 1). This variant was associated
previously with BPD,27 anxiety-related personality traits29 and
cognitive phenotypes in SZ.28

Prefrontal function and VMAT1 Thr136Ile
Given the strong in vitro data for an effect of the Thr136Ile variant
on monoamine transport, we tested the effects of Thr136Ile in a
single region of interest (ROI), the medial PFC, that was previously

shown to activate with negative words.35 For the pooled sample
of 85 healthy and 17 major depressive disorder (MDD) subjects,
Thr136 homozygotes (n¼ 63) were more responsive to negative
words than Ile136 carriers (n¼ 39, including 31 Ile136/Ile136
homozygotes and 8 Thr136/Ile136 heterozygotes) after controlling
for sex, age, race and MDD diagnosis (P¼ 0.008, F1,96¼ 7.2; Figure
3a and b). We then tested an additive genetic model using all
three genotype groups (n¼ 63, 31 and 8) and found a similar
result (P¼ 0.01, b¼ 0.27), adjusted for gender, self-reported
ethnicity and MDD diagnosis. Finally, we explored responses to
negative words voxel-wise throughout the brain. No gene effects
survived conservative whole-brain correction (P40.05, family-wise
error correction), but uncorrected effects of Ile136 genotype were
apparent in the task-related medial PFC region and adjacent
pregenual ACC (Figure 3c). There was no effect of Thr4Pro
(P¼ 0.38, F¼ 0.78, d.f.¼ 1,97) and Ser98Thr (P¼ 0.52, F¼ 0.43,
d.f.¼ 1,97) on medial PFC activation, which converges with previous
in vitro results. Finally, based on gene effects on threat-related
amygdala activation (see below), we also performed an analysis
restricted to bilateral amygdala, which showed no effects of
Thr136Ile in the word task (P40.05, family-wise error correction).

Amygdala reactivity and VMAT1 Thr136Ile
To further explore the effects of the Thr136Ile polymorphism on
emotion processing, we examined whether Thr136Ile genotype is
associated with individual differences in amygdala reactivity to
threat. Genotype and neuroimaging data were available from 298
participants who completed the Duke Neurogenetics Study, an
ongoing protocol assessing a wide range of behavioral and
biological phenotypes among young adult volunteers. Genotypes
were imputed for rs1390938 by using single-nucleotide poly-
morphism (SNP) rs6992927, which is in complete linkage
disequilibrium (LD) for 174 individuals, whereas direct genotyping
of rs1390938 was carried out for 124 subjects. Concordance rates
for subjects who we genotyped using both methods was 100%.
Blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI revealed robust
bilateral amygdala reactivity across all participants (Figure 4a).
Regression analyses with gender, self-reported ethnicity and the
presence of Axis I or Axis II psychopathology included as
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Figure 2. The haplotype containing the common variant Thr136Ile
leads to increased monoamine uptake in vitro. Common vesicular
monoamine transporter 1 (VMAT1) haplotypes were assayed for the
uptake of 3H-labeled monoamines (NE, norepinephrine; DA,
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construct is shown. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s
honestly significant difference (HSD) post hoc analysis. **Po0.01;
***Po0.001.
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covariates revealed a significant effect of Thr136Ile genotype on
the overall magnitude of threat-related amygdala reactivity
(overall model: F(7,290)¼ 2.87, P¼ 0.006, R2¼ 0.065; standardized
b¼ 0.13, t¼ 2.25, P¼ 0.025; change in the overall model after
accounting for covariates, DF(1,290)¼ 5.08, DR2¼ 0.016). Specifi-
cally, Ile136 (that is, A allele) carriers (n¼ 121) had heightened left
amygdala reactivity relative to Thr136 (that is, G allele) homo-
zygotes (n¼ 177; Figure 4b). Results were similar if participants
were grouped across all three resulting genotypes
(Supplementary Figure 2). There was no such genotype effect
on overall reactivity of the right amygdala (overall model:
F(7,290)¼ 2.10, P¼ 0.04, R2¼ 0.048; Thr136Ile standardized
b¼ 0.07, t¼ 1.17, P¼ 0.24). However, in the right (but not left)

amygdala, the number of A alleles was marginally associated with
reduced amygdala habituation over time (standardized b¼ 0.11,
t¼ 1.89, P¼ 0.06; Supplementary Figure 3). Consistent with the
in vitro and negative word data described above, there were no
effects of Thr4Pro (t¼ 1.39, P¼ 0.17) or Ser98Thr (t¼ 0.07 P¼ 0.94)
on amygdala reactivity.

Rare variants in VMAT1 are functional and associated with BPD
Given that the common variant Thr136Ile influences negative
emotion processing, we then investigated if rare missense VMAT1
variants are functional and are associated with BPD, a phenotype
characterized by abnormal affect, recurring depression and mania.

Figure 3. Effect of vesicular monoamine transporter 1 (VMAT1) Thr136Ile genotype on medial prefrontal cortex (PFC) responses to negative
words. (a) Task effect (negative–neutral word contrast) in the medial PFC for healthy participants is shown in three sections: sagittal at x¼ � 2
(left), coronal at y¼ 56 (upper right) and horizontal at z¼ 22 (lower right). Blue area indicates uncorrected two-sided Po0.001. L, left; R, right.
This cluster was extracted as a region of interest to test for the effect of VMAT1 genotype. (b) Effect of VMAT1 genotype on percent signal
change in the medial PFC region of interest shown in (a) (P¼ 0.008). Error bars indicate s.e.m. (c) Exploratory analysis of gene effects elsewhere
in the brain. Effect of VMAT1 genotype (Thr homozygotes vs Ile carriers) is shown in three sections: sagittal at x¼ � 4 (left), coronal at y¼ 58
(upper right) and horizontal at z¼ 20 (lower right). Scale bar represents uncorrected P-value and F-statistic.

Figure 4. Genetic variation in human vesicular monoamine transporter 1 (VMAT1) is associated with threat-related amygdala reactivity.
(a) Bilateral threat-related amygdala reactivity across all participants. Right hemisphere: Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
coordinates¼ 28, � 4 and � 20 (t¼ 25.59, Po0.01), cluster size¼ 218 voxels. Left hemisphere: MNI coordinates¼ � 22, � 6 and � 18
(t¼ 24.80, Po01), cluster size¼ 170 voxels. (b) An allele carrier (136Ile) (n¼ 121) had increased the left amygdala reactivity relative to G
homozygotes (136Thr) (n¼ 177).
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Sequencing
DNA Sanger sequencing of BPD patients identified several novel
and rare variants (Supplementary Table 1). Interestingly, we found
the majority of rare and novel variants in the 50 region of the gene,
particularly in exons 2 and 3 that code for the first intravesicular
loop (Figure 5a and b). Comparison of amino-acid sequences from
different species indicates strong conservation at positions of
common and rare variants (Figure 5b). Comparison of sequencing
results of rare variants in BPD individuals with normal controls
from the 1000 Genome project shows that the global burden of
rare variants was increased in the BPD group (Supplementary
Table 2). Interestingly, several novel variants were only detected in
the BPD group but were absent in the controls (Supplementary
Table 1).

In vitro analyses of rare variants
To investigate whether the rare missense variants have a
functional effect on protein transporter function, we assessed
monoamine uptake in vitro for Gln10Arg, Phe84Ser, Ala101Pro,
Arg138Leu and Leu392Val. Phe84Ser robustly increased mono-
amine uptake in particular for DA (Figure 6) and the three variants,
Ala101Pro, Arg138Leu and Leu392Val decreased uptake, with
Arg138Leu showing the largest effect for DA, although similar
results were also obtained for 5-HT and NE (Figure 6 and
Supplementary Figure. 4).

Genotyping of rare variants
Because of the robust functional effects of Phe84Ser and
Arg138Leu, we genotyped these rare variants in a large sample

of BPD cases (n¼ 4023) and controls (n¼ 3305) of European
descent using standard ABI TaqMan ‘assays by design’. DNA
samples were obtained from the National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH) genetics initiative. The Ser84 allele was absent in
controls but present in seven BPD individuals, including one
homozygote and six heterozygotes (Table 1; Fisher exact test,
P¼ 0.009). The Leu138 frequency did not differ statistically
between cases and controls (Table 1). Haplotype analysis of the
individuals with the rare variant Phe84Ser showed that all subjects

Species Protein sequence
Human MLR T ILDAP Q RLLKEGRASRQLVLVVVFVALLL ... F FNNNTVAVEESVP S SGI A WMNDTASTIPPPATEAISAHKNNCLQGTGFLEEE I T R ... L
Human MLR P ILDAP Q RLLKEGRASRQLVLVVVFVALLL ... F FNNNTVAVEESVP S SGI A WMNDTASTIPPPATEAISAHKNNCLQGTGFLEEE T T R ... L

Chimpanzee MLR T VLDAP Q RLLKEGRASRQLVLVVVFVALLL ... F FDNNTVAVEESMP S SGI A WMNDTASTIPPPATEAISAHKNNCLQGTEFLEEE N T R ... L
Rhesus macaque MLR T VLVAP Q RLLKEGRASRQLVLVVVFVALLL ... F FDNNTMAVEESVP S SGI A WMNDTTSTIPPPATEAISAPKNNCLQGTEFLEEE N T R ... L

Rat MLQ V VLGAP Q RLLKEGRQSRKLVLVVVFVALLL ... F FDNTTTTVEEHVP F FRV T N V R ... L
Mouse MLQ V VLGAP Q RLLKEGRQSRKLVLVVVFVALLL ... F FDNTTMTVEEHVP F FRV A N V R ... L
Horse MLR A ALDAP Q QLLKAGRESRKLVLAVVFVALLL ... F FENNTMAIEESAP S SGT A WTNGTFGTIPPPGTGAIPAHKNNCLQGTEFLEEE N I R ... L

Giant panda MSR V FLDTP Q RLLKEGRESRKLVLVVVFVALLL ... - FDNNTMALKESAP S SGT A WTDDNTGTIPPPVTGAIPAQRNNCLQGTEFLEEE N L R ... L
Dog MLR R FLDTP Q HLLKEGRKSRKLVLVVVFVALLL ... F FDNNTMTVEESAP S SGT T WTDDNSGTIPPPVTAAIPVQQNNCFQGTKFLEEE N V R ... L
Cow MLR T VLDAP Q RLLKKGRESRKLVLLVVFVALLL ... F FENNTVAVEESVP S SGI A RTSSISGTISPPVTEAIPAHGNNCFQATEFLKEE N L W ... L
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had almost exclusively the same halplotype Thr–Ser–Thr, indica-
tive of a common origin and founder population effect45

(Supplementary Table 3).

DISCUSSION
This study was undertaken to determine functional effects of
common VMAT1 variants on monoamine signaling, emotional
brain circuitry and risk for psychopathology. In addition, we
investigated the functional consequences of rare variants
identified through deep sequencing in patients with BPD. For
several decades, it has been well-recognized that differences in
monoamine neurotransmission contribute to variance in normal
behavior, emotionality and psychopathology. In part, this variation
is driven by genetic factors, yet little is known about the identity
and neurobiological role of polymorphisms that contribute to this
variance. Although progress has been made in disentangling
these complex phenomena, mostly through imaging genetics
approaches that focus on plasma membrane transporters and
post-synaptic receptors,3 relatively little is known about
presynaptic mechanisms. Such presynaptic components are
likely critical as they are a principal common entry point for
monoamine homeostasis and may represent a shared pathway for
vulnerability to a range of neuropsychiatric phenotypes.

Here, we show that the 136Ile allele of a common VMAT1
genetic polymorphism (rs1390938) leads to increased monoamine
transport in vitro. To further investigate the functional effects of
this ‘hyperfunction’ allele on emotional brain circuitry, we utilized
two imaging genetics data sets. In one study, we found that
carriers of the VMAT1 ‘hyperfunction’ allele showed diminished
hemodynamic responses to negative emotional words in the
medial PFC and pregenual ACC when compared with Thr136
homozygotes (P¼ 0.008, F1,96¼ 7.2; Figure 3a and b). These data
suggest that the VMAT1 ‘hyperfunction’ allele may predispose
certain individuals to a diminished cortical response to negative
stimuli. Activity of these prefrontal regions is a critical component
of regulating emotional arousal, particularly those triggered by the
amygdala in response to environmental stimuli.

In the second imaging genetics study, we examined the effects
of rs1390938 on threat-related amygdala reactivity directly. Our
results show that the VMAT1 ‘hyperfunction’ allele was associated
with increased amygdala reactivity (Figure 4) and decreased
habituation. These patterns are consistent with a number of mood
and anxiety disorders, including increased reactivity in BPD during

mania46 and diminished habituation in post-traumatic stress
disorder.47 Notably, these disorders have also been associated
with diminished prefrontal activation as was found with the
‘hyperfunction’ allele in our other imaging genetics study.
The laterality of VMAT1 effects on amygdala reactivity (left
hemisphere) and habituation (right hemisphere) may reflect the
relative contribution of the left and right amygdala to sustained
evaluation versus phasic responsiveness to stimuli, respectively.48

The divergent effects of the ‘hyperfunction’ allele on prefrontal
(relatively decreased) and amygdala (relatively increased) suggest
that common variation in VMAT1 can have region- and task-
specific effects.49,50 Importantly, these divergent cortical and
subcortical effects are consistent with those previously reported
for other common polymorphisms, resulting in relatively increased
monoamine signaling.51,52 Moreover, these divergent effects are
consistent with patterns of dysfunction in mood and anxiety
disorders characterized by increased amygdala reactivity and
decreased prefrontal activity.53 Thus, the results of our imaging
genetic studies suggest that the 136Ile allele is associated with a
pattern of dysfunctional prefrontal and amygdala function that
may predispose carriers to the development of mood and anxiety
disorders. Studies are now needed to evaluate directly the impact
of the 136Ile allele on corticolimbic circuit function in mood and
anxiety disorders, as well as on the structural and functional
connectivity of this circuit during explicit emotion regulation and
fear learning tasks, which directly engage this circuitry.

It should be noted that the majority of subjects in our two
imaging genetics studies were healthy individuals; however,
impaired social cognition and emotion processing are hallmarks
of several psychiatric disorders such as SZ and BPD.54,55 In fact, the
Thr136Ile variant was recently shown to be associated with several
cognitive phenotypes in SZ28 and anxiety-related personality
traits.29 Other SNPs that are in LD with Thr136Ile (rs1390938) have
been associated with major depression56 and anorexia nervosa.57

The association of the functional Thr136Ile SNP with several other
psychiatric phenotypes suggests that this VMAT1 variant might
influence brain circuits involved in emotion processing, which are
shared by several psychiatric disorders but not disease per se. In
line with this hypothesis is the observation that although the
Thr136Ile polymorphism was previously shown to be associated
with BPD,27 with the 136Ile being more common in the control
population, subsequent genome-wide association studies failed to
establish a strong relationship between rs1390938 and disease.
This lack of replication could be due to the complex mode of
inheritance, complex LD structure resulting in imperfect
r2-diluting signal detection and/or clinical heterogeneity.
Extensive subphenotyping including endophenotypic measures
as well as subanalyses of patients with linkage signals to
chromosome 8p might strengthen the power to detect an effect
of Thr136Ile on disease risk in future studies.58,59

Although genome-wide association studies failed to identify
VMAT1 as a major susceptibility gene for BPD, owing to the above-
mentioned reasons, we conducted deep sequencing to identify
rare variants possibly associated with disease. Sequencing
detected several rare missense variants in BPD patients
(Figure 5). Interestingly, most of these novel rare variants are
located in the first intravesicular loop of VMAT1, a region that has
been implicated in regulating transport of neurotransmitter into
vesicles.11 In fact, our in vitro analyses of the rare variant Ser84 and
the common allele Ile136 show that these alleles lead to increased
vesicle filling (Figure 2, Figure 6 and Supplementary Figure 1),
whereas the rare Leu138 variant leads to decreased vesicle filling
of monoamines (Figure 6). Association analyses of the rare variants
Phe84Ser and Arg138Leu in 4023 BPD patients and 3305 controls
show that the Ser84 allele was only present in BPD individuals but
absent in controls (Table 1). Given that Thr136Ile leads to
increased monoamine transport and has an effect on interindivi-
dual responses to medial PFC activation of negative words and

Table 1. Case–control study of rare functional non-synonymous SNPs
in VMAT1

Bipolar Controls P-value

F84S
Phe84 allele 7846 6610 0.009
Ser84 allele 8 0

R138L
Arg138 allele 8039 6586 0.199
Leu138 allele 7 2

Abbreviations: NIMH, National Institute of Mental Health; SNP, single-
nucleotide polymorphism; VMAT1, vesicular monoamine transporter 1. The
functional amino-acid polymorphisms Phe84Ser and Arg138Leu were
genotyped in 4023 BPD cases and 3305 controls of European descent
using standard ABI Taqman ‘assay by design’ genotyping methods. DNA
samples were obtained from the NIMH genetics initiative. Results show
that the Ser84 allele was absent in controls but present in seven BPD
individuals, one homozygote and six heterozygotes (Fisher’a exact test).
The Arg138Leu variant frequency did not differ statistically significant
between cases and controls.
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threat-related amygdala reactivity, the rare Phe84Ser variant may
have similar effect on these brain circuits. Owing to the low
prevalence of the Ser84 allele, imaging genetic studies are not
feasible at this point. Although it is unknown how large such an
effect of this rare VMAT1 variant will be in individuals with BPD, we
speculate that rare variants might have larger effects on function.
Future studies are needed to comprehensively investigate
SNP-dosage effects on transporter function in vivo.

In summary, we show that the common Thr136Ile and rare
Phe84Ser variant are located in close proximity to a regulatory
region within the VMAT1 gene and lead to hyperfunction of
vesicular transport in vitro. Thr136Ile (rs1390938) has an effect on
interindividual responses to emotion processing in vivo in two
separate fMRI paradigms, providing insight into a mechanism for
how genetic variation in presynaptic vesicular transport of
monoamines can influence emotionality. Although emotion
responding is critical for normal adaptive behavior, it is clear that
interindividual variance exists, with extremes often observed in
psychopathology. Our study provides convergent neurobiological
evidence for a role of both rare and common VMAT1 variants in
neural emotion processing and related psychopathology and
advances our understanding of the complex mechanisms
regulating monoaminergic signaling and emotional behavior.
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